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JCM Global Brings Worldwide Retail Expertise and Innovation to EuroCIS Fair
DÜSSELDORF, Germany (23 February 2018) – Retailers worldwide trust JCM Global’s bill validators to offer
premium protection and accountability, and now JCM is bringing its latest innovations to EuroCIS. The leading retail
technology tradeshow takes place in JCM’s European hometown of Düsseldorf, Germany from 27 February to 1
March, and JCM will be on stand Hall 9/D35.
Leading JCM’s exhibit is the new MRX™ (Modular Banknote Recycler). The MRX is a modular banknote recycler,
and with its advanced escrow function. It is a flexible solution for a wide range of payment applications, such as
SCO, payment kiosk, mini ATMs, and self-service deposit.
The MRX’s modular design is adaptable to nearly any configuration and works with or without note recycling, plus,
its on-site module replacement minimized downtime. Large 2,200-note cassettes mean less servicing, and the
cassettes can load up to three denominations at the same time, for fast speed and consumer convenience.
The MRX features high-speed processing of two notes per second – accepting or dispensing. Its bulk-note feeder
and payout technology allows for up to 30 notes to be deposited or paid in bulk, and the 30-note escrow feature
returns the same notes in a cancelled transaction.
Next, JCM’s high-speed deposit RDM™ 100 short-edge banknote validation module can dramatically increase
efficiency and security. Its full-width image scanning allows for superior banknote validation, dye stain note detection
and serial number reading. It processes notes at an incredible six notes per second, and its 250-note capacity
reduces load frequency. Plus, it can be easily integrated to the top or inside of an intelligent deposit safe.
JCM will also show its iPRO-RC™ recycling bill validator, which is a leading and field-proven solution for a wide
variety of applications, including assisted SCO and payment kiosk. Its state-of-the-art sensor package is combined
with industry-leading anti-stringing technology for high levels of security, and its Roller Friction Recycling Technology
recycles two denominations, up to 100 notes each.
Also on the stand will be JCM’s DBV-400™ and DBV-500™ series of bill validators, giving retailers a wide selection
of secure and affordable solutions. Additionally, JCM will show its award-winning iVIZION® bill validator. Its CIS
technology is among the most sophisticated available anywhere, scanning the entire note or ticket, capturing more
than 9.5 million data points on every note.
Next, JCM’s TBV™ Transactional Bill Validator is an ideal solution for deposit applications, self-pay kiosk operations,
retail safes, ticketing, automated deposit systems, and small banking operations.
It accepts multiple denominations and currencies simultaneously, enables single-note or bulk-note deposits, and its
bulk note feeder accepts up to 50 notes for quick processing of large stacks.
JCM’s solutions include the Fujitsu F53 acceptor/dispenser, which can dispense up to 6 denominations at a speed
of two banknotes per second, as well as Nippon Primex printers, completing JCM’s full range of solutions, from
validation to printing, all designed to help retailers increase customer connections.
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About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components. For more information, visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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